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Company Focus

Durable,                 Easily Configurable, 
                                                            Fast-tapping!

Yuyao Alfirste Self-drilling Screw Dies
by Dean Tseng, Fastener World

Contact: Sales manager, Michael Wu     Email: 028@chinanchor.com

Sold to Asia and 20 other countries, Yuyao Alfirste Hardware’s products are of good value for the price and therefore 
are highly acclaimed in the global fastener market. The company offers 3 types of self-drilling dies for both carbon 
steel and stainless steel: normal self-drilling point, small lightning point, and big lightning point dies. Also available are 
customized special point dies. Available from Model 1 to Model 5, the die diameters 
range from 2.4 to 7.4mm and the lengths from 4.0 to 18mm. They are suited for 
various self-drilling screws including self-drilling 
screws with reduced points, wing tek point screws, 
twist point screws, and self-drilling screws for 
carbon steel and 304/410 stainless steel.

  Application for CNAS Lab 
Certificate in Progress - Looking to 
Boost Quality

In a macro-environment of challenges in supply chain and 
shipment, the company will continue to improve product 
development and competitiveness. It plans to expand by 
adding more manufacturing space as well as heat treatment 
and galvanizing production lines to reduce the cost and satisfy 
clients. 

The company provides training every year to elevate 
personnel skills and technique. It has independent R&D 
capabilities to mass-produce quality-consistent dies that precede 
the industry level. Furthermore, the company has acquired CE 
and ETA certificates and is applying for a CNAS lab certificate, 
looking to achieve an industry-leading quality control level.

Looking forward to the new year, Yuyao Alfirste Hardware is 
excited to expand markets with more clients. “ ‘Original spirit, 
manufacture with heart.’ is the unchanging slogan that shows 
where we started. We will stick to it and stride on!”

  Dies for Both Speed and Durability
Take the L3 self-drilling screw dies for manufacturing M5.5 self-

drilling screws for example, the output drilling diameter is 4.2mm. The 
latest big lightning point dies by Yuyao Alfirste can complete consistent 
tapping on 2+3mm steel plates within 3 seconds and show no apparent 
damage after tapping 1 million times. In simple terms, the Yuyao Alfirste 
dies has the desired speed and durability and are easily configurable.

The company has a professional dies R&D staff who have been long 
studying new drilling points, improving existing designs and setting up a 
complete parameter criteria. It has a shorter R&D phase and can tailor-
make depending on clients’ requests. Currently it is developing 6-piece 
dies and has made initial progress. With a great team and a fully equipped 
dies manufacturing space, the company will continue to develop more 
screw dies.

  Supplying Both Dies and Fasteners
Besides self-drilling screw dies, the company provides fast-tapping, 

quality-consistent and various sizes of self-drilling screws, timber screws, 
chipboard screws and other carbon steel and stainless steel products with 
excellent performance in fastening wood-structure houses as well as in 
corrosion resistance. The company features M3.0-M10/9.5mm-400mm 
long screws with quality guarantee.


